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Michael J. Zyda 
Professor 
( 408) 656-2305 
zyda@cs.nps.navy.mil 
Computer graphics, specifically I.he development of large-
scale, networked 3D virtual environments and visual simu· 
lation systems. 
Research Description 
Professor Zyda is one of the principal investigators of the 
NPSNET Research Group in the Department of Computer 
Science. The NPSNET Research Group is a group of fac-
ulty, staff, and students that works in all areas of net-
worked virtual environments. 
The research group is currently focused on the following 
virtual environment (VE) research topics: the large-scale 
networking of vinual environments (environments greater 
than 1,000 players), VE network applications protocols, 
rapidly reconfigurable VE network protocols, Distributed 
Interactive Simulation (DIS) and High-Level Architecture 
(fil.A) protocols, the real-time walkthrough of large-scale 
networked VEs, world modeling software for managing 
large scale networked VEs. the instrumentation of the 
human body and its representation in the networked VE, 
hypermedia integration (how we place video, audio, imag-
ery and textual data in the networked VE), and geometric 
modeling (terrain, building and other object modeling). 
The NPSNET Research Group's efforts focus on the devel-
opment of the above software areas and the integration of 
proven components of that work into our core software 
system , NPSNET. NPSNET is currently capable of simu-
lating articulated humans, and ground, air and sea-going 
ve ssels in the DIS networked virtual environment. NPS-
NET can support about 250-300 players using currently 
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available networking and workstation technology. NPS-
NET is the first 30 virtual environment that is capable of 
playing across the multicast backbone (MBONE} of the 
lntcmcL 
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